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Abstract

Proteomics has emerged from the labs of technologists to enter widespread application in clinical contexts. This transition, however, has been hindered by overstated early claims of accuracy, concerns about reproducibility, and the challenges of handling batch effects properly. New efforts have produced sets of performance metrics and measurements of variability that establish sound expectations for experiments in clinical proteomics. As researchers begin incorporating these metrics in a quality by design paradigm, the variability of individual steps in experimental pipelines will be reduced, regularizing overall outcomes. This review discusses the evolution of quality assessment in 2D gel electrophoresis, mass spectrometry-based proteomic profiling, tandem mass spectrometry-based protein inventories, and proteomic quantitation. Taken together, the advances in each of these technologies are establishing databases that will be increasingly useful for decision-making in clinical experimentation.
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Objectives for proteomic quality control

During the 1990s and 2000s, proteomics technologies were continuously in flux, with new instrument methods and separation techniques coming to the fore with each publication. Since contemporary technologies can yield considerable volumes of information, the emphasis in proteomics has begun shifting to applications, while further technology development continues in specialist laboratories. Growing numbers of researchers have turned to proteomics for clinical research, particularly in the area of biomarkers. The complexity of clinical proteomics has led to research in quality control to ensure that findings from these experiments are meaningful.

The chief traits sought through quality control include repeatability and reproducibility. The IUPAC Gold Book defines repeatability as “the closeness of agreement between independent results obtained with the same method on identical test material, under the same conditions (same operator, same apparatus, same laboratory and after short intervals of..."
time)” (1). In practice, repeatability describes the variability contributed by the analytical technique among technical replicates. Reproducibility measures “the closeness of agreement between independent results obtained with the same method on identical test material but under different conditions (different operators, different apparatus, different laboratories and/or after different intervals of time).” Reproducibility has posed significant challenges in the field of proteomics, in part because each laboratory uses subtly different instrumentation, protocols, and reagents.

Like many industries, pharmaceutical development has begun shifting to a “quality by design” paradigm (2). Instead of monitoring manufactured pharmaceuticals for those which fail to pass criteria, quality by design means “designing and developing formulations and manufacturing processes to ensure predefined product quality” (3). The FDA recommended quality by design as part of pharmaceutical development in their Center for Drug Evaluation and Research in 2006. These recommendations have begun impacting the field of proteomics through laboratories involved in the production of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (4).

The inability to reproduce results for molecular assays has been cited as a principal point of weakness in applying biotechnology for clinical biomarker identification (5). Ransohoff argued that rules of evidence for assessing molecular marker validity are poorly established, and many studies emphasize marker discovery to a far greater extent than validation in independent sets. Even if instrumentation is operating with a minimum of variance, these designs are subject to considerable overfitting error.

Discovering biomarkers, then, can also benefit from quality by design, with an emphasis on incorporating all necessary experiments with appropriate statistical power and on minimizing variability in individual technologies. McGuire investigated an idealized workflow for biomarker discovery, building from a relevant clinical question to a planning phase, discovery experiments, data analysis and replication in independent data (6). A 2007 review by Karp and Lilley introduced the determinants of good experimental design, explaining the need for biological and technical replicates, formal hypothesis testing, multiple testing correction, and orthogonal validation (7).

A viewpoint spanning 26 laboratories in the second issue of Proteomics: Clinical Applications sought to define this field and set standards for its practice (8). Mischak delineated measurements to control quality for experimentation, specifying that researchers need to characterize intra-assay variation, inter-assay variation, and consistency of results across different sample concentrations. They targeted these evaluations as a way to comply with the Good Clinical Laboratory Practice (GCLP) standard, which was first published by the British Association of Research Quality Assurance (BARQA) to bridge Good Laboratory Practice and International Conference on Harmonization recommendations and then expanded by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases to incorporate Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) content (9). The expanded Good Clinical Laboratory Practice standard\(^1\) incorporates quality control content ubiquitously, both within the 40-page standard definition and in the 60-page appendices guiding implementation of the standard.

A yawning gulf separates the documentation and design of GCLP experiments from the typical practice of proteomics. Lack of reproducibility has vexed studies that span many laboratories. Meta-analysis of protein and peptide lists from the HUPO Plasma Proteome Project, for example, found frustratingly low overlap among protein identifications from

\(^{1}\)http://www.niaid.nih.gov/LabsAndResources/resources/DAIDSClinRsrch/Pages/Laboratories.aspx
different laboratories, though data from similar techniques clustered within these data (10). Early studies such as the 2004 Plasma Proteome Project generally made no effort to control variation among laboratories, allowing the use of disparate digestion strategies, pre-fractionation techniques, liquid chromatographic apparatus, mass spectrometry platforms, and bioinformatics. More recently, HUPO published the result of a 27-laboratory study to identify the components of a 20 protein mixture, finding that the groups differed considerably in the identifications produced from the mix (11).

Since 2002, the Proteomics Research Group (PRG) and its subgroups in the Association for Biomolecular Resource Facilities have issued yearly challenges to the proteomics community to evaluate the capacity of anonymous participants in fielding particular challenges (12). Their findings have shown a wide range of performance for tasks such as protein identification and quantitation. Their most recent challenge, for 2012, evaluates the performance of instruments in a quality control test sample over the span of nine months.

Mann argued in a 2009 commentary that the different protocols, instruments, and informatics employed by laboratories posed a challenge to comparing data sets among sites (13); correspondingly, the differences among proteomic inventories were extreme. The HUPO Plasma Proteome Project also encountered challenges due to the dynamic range of plasma. Their experience was important in guiding biomarker discovery away from blood; Lescuyer argued that biofluids are inappropriate for biomarker discovery due to their high dynamic range, finding that few studies have ever suggested that tissue leakage is discoverable from this sample type (14).

As was true for other biotechnologies, proteomics for cancer biomarkers suffered from exaggerated promises in its early stages. A 2002 *Lancet* article by Petricoin announced a SELDI-TOF profile-based proteomic pattern to recognize ovarian cancer from serum with high sensitivity and specificity (15). Subsequent examination by Baggerly revealed that random collections of peaks from these data replicated the reported signature, suggesting that cohort differences were almost entirely attributable to batch effects (16). Limited reproducibly led to skepticism on the part of funding agencies that proteomics could deliver clinically meaningful results. The National Cancer Institute launched the Clinical Proteomic Technology Assessment for Cancer (CPTAC) as an effort to audit the capabilities of these methods as a guide to further funding. This and companion efforts from the Human Proteomics Organization have generated a more nuanced appraisal of what proteomics can offer the clinic.

In 2005, Robert Gentleman argued that data and supporting software be provided as part of electronic publication of research articles to enable further exploration (17). Genomics adjusted at a relatively early stage to the release of sequence data to public repositories. Many proteomics investigators, however, resisted public data sharing at first. Martens and Hermjakob detailed the variability contributed by data analysis in proteomic inventories to explain the need for raw data deposition in repositories (18). Representatives of the National Cancer Institute and others stressed the need for public release of raw instrument data in the 2008 Amsterdam Principles (19). In 2009, the journal *Molecular and Cellular Proteomics* mandated public access to raw instrument data as a requirement for publication (20); this requirement, however, has been held in abeyance due to stability challenges in one of the most widely-used proteomics repositories. A 2010 NCI workshop at the Human Proteomics Organization conference in Sydney began grappling with the challenge of assessing the quality of data sets held in public repositories (21).

If data are stored in proprietary file formats, their public availability may not be sufficient to allow subsequent re-use. The HUPO-PSI community effort has developed several standard
file formats to enable broader data access. The mzML standard (22) enables researchers to supply data in a near “raw” form with open access. The mzIdentML standard (23) complements these underlying data with the peptide and protein identifications. Other formats, such as TraML (24), enable researchers to express their mass spectrometry procedures in standardized forms. As the field accommodates these advances, research data will more frequently be supplied in openly accessible formats.

Roles and perspectives

Each individual taking part in a clinical proteomic experiment may have a different perspective on the meaning of quality measurement. The technician operating the instrument is frequently envisioned as the recipient of quality measurements. Typically, an instrument is the focus of a tension; frequently a queue of samples awaits available instrument time, but losing the information of precious samples to a malfunctioning instrument is undesirable. Quality assessment can assist a technician in deciding whether or not the instrument is ready for the initiation of a new sample queue, determining if instrument performance has drifted too much for the continuation of the current queue, and diagnosing which components are contributing the greatest variability in insufficient experiments. Because most analytical chemists are not bioinformatics specialists, though, reaching this critical audience may require decision support tools for interpretation of metrics derived from data.

For principal investigators who oversee laboratories, the role of quality assessment is somewhat different. The researcher needs a strategy for determining which data sets are sufficiently sturdy for publication; trying to build a manuscript atop a data set from suboptimal experimental pipelines adds unnecessary complexity to the task. If the data are produced as part of a core service or collaboration, meeting goals for sensitivity of identification or other high-level criteria is no less essential. Monitoring performance across a laboratory of instruments can assist managers to recognize cases where major maintenance is necessary, rather than leaving an instrument to limp along in weak performance.

Characterizing data in public and private repositories is useful for their maintainers and also for the individuals, such as program officers, who hold responsibility for the data collections. Bioinformatics users of repository data may apply altogether different algorithms to data than those for which their quality was assessed, so quality assessment needs to include information that is generic to data analysis. Frequently repository data are stored without other data that might give them context. For example, a repository might store experimental data that lack information about how recently the instrument was tuned or how it was calibrated, and QC sample data that preceded and succeeded the experiment have been omitted from the upload. Complicating repository characterization further, the data are generally produced by different types of instrumentation using widely variable protocols. Generating comparable metrics from experimental files from disparate methods and instruments that measure different sample types is a non-trivial challenge.

Measuring contributions to variability

Quality analysis corresponds to the type of sample employed. Many laboratories, for example, use a defined peptide or mix of peptides to tune and calibrate instruments. QA based on these data can establish the level of variability for mass accuracy, but so simple a mixture has little to contribute in discerning sensitivity of identification. For sites that intersperse QC samples among experimental queues, slightly more complex samples are typical (25): a digest of bovine serum albumin, a predigested defined protein mix from a vendor, or even a model proteome such as a yeast lysate might be employed. Several standard samples have been commercialized, such as the Sigma UPS1 (developed in collaboration with the ABRF sPRG) and UPS2 mixes of forty-eight human proteins, the
HUPO-Invitrogen Joint Proteomics Standard, the Bruker-Michrom 6 Bovine Protein Digest Mix, or the Agilent Complex Proteomics Standard (a whole cell lysate of \textit{Pyrococcus furiosus}). These QC samples frequently play a double role, characterizing performance during normal operation and measuring improvement during instrument maintenance. In some cases, laboratories spike a small amount of a QC standard into experimental samples, enabling defined characterization of experimental data sets. Analyzing the quality of an unaltered experimental sample introduces a host of challenges, with many parallels to the problems described above for analyzing data quality across repositories.

A 2009 consensus review by Apweiler (26) observed that “before proteomic analysis can be introduced at a broader level into the clinical setting, standardization of the preanalytical phase including patient preparation, sample collection, sample preparation, sample storage, measurement and data analysis needs to be improved.” Continuous quality assessment plays a role in ensuring that each of these techniques is performing as expected. As demonstrated in a viewpoint by Köcher, laboratories should consciously plan for quality measurement at each step (25) (see Figure 1).

The impacts of preanalytical steps may pervade the remainder of the experiment. Robinson evaluated the proteolysis of high molecular weight proteins in response to initial sample preservation steps (27), showing that different tissues may have different requirements for preservation methods. Evaluating sample degradation requires benchmarks of stability; Sköld evaluated the use of stathmin 2–20 as a proxy for degradation of other cellular proteins (28). Preanalytical variability can be contributed by protein degradation during IEF (29) or due to improper protease inactivation (30). Though trypsin digestion is part of almost every peptide-centric proteomic methodology, techniques for this step vary in reagents and timings. Picotti evaluated the peptides generated through trypsin digestion of standard proteins, discovering that hundreds of peptides, covering a wide dynamic range, are generated through these digests, increasing the space of peptides sampled during an LC-MS/MS experiment (31). This finding paralleled the finding by Tabb that protein repeatability is far higher than peptide repeatability for LC-MS/MS experiments (32). Alternative techniques for trypsinization can greatly increase the speed of digestion (33), leaving less time for non-specific cleavage. Comprehensive quality control implies measuring the impacts of these preanalytical and digestive steps.

Measurement of Variability in Proteomic Technologies

Technological differences between MALDI-based protein profiling experiments and liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry experiments imply different classes of metrics to assess each. By omitting liquid chromatography, MALDI-TOF profiling is not subject to its fluctuations. Both electrospray and MALDI ionization methods, however, can introduce experimental variation. MALDI depends upon co-crystallization of samples with matrix. The success of this crystallization, however, requires the proper choice of matrix, solvent composition, and sample handling (34). Once spectra have been produced, informatics steps to calibrate, smooth, align, and normalize data are needed for comparability (35); these steps must be applied uniformly to avoid introducing artifacts. Although MALDI-TOF profiling is simpler, it is not free of variation.

Electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry data sets provide information arrayed on multiple axes (see Figure 2). Retention times of peptides reflect their hydrophobicities in the reversed phase liquid chromatography that is nearly universal for electrospray ionization-based proteomics. For a particular retention time, mass analysis may be conducted to produce inventories of intact peptides (mass spectrometry) or to produce inventories of fragments produced from ions of a particular peptide (tandem mass spectrometry). For spectra from both levels of mass spectrometry, the intensity of a peak reflects its abundance.
though intensities should not be compared among chemically distinct ions. The positions of these peaks along the mass-to-charge (m/z) axis is the most precise information afforded by mass spectrometry, with modern Time of Flight and Fourier Transform-based instruments yielding mass accuracies measured in ppm. Metrics for quality assessment frequently combine information from several axes.

Extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) are one of the most common abstractions of data for quality assessment. Like all chromatograms, an XIC shows signal intensity over time for a data set, but the XIC limits its scope to the signal produced for a particular analyte (or the m/z value associated with that analyte). Building an XIC in a “shotgun” data set requires knowing both a target m/z value and the m/z tolerance associated with the mass analyzer that produced MS data; one may allow only 10 ppm tolerance for highly accurate FT-based mass analyzers while permitting a far looser 0.5 m/z for a quadrupole ion trap. Particularly when examining XICs with loose tolerances or those produced in complex mixtures, an XIC trace across an entire experiment will contain peaks for both the analyte of interest and for other ions that fall within the tolerance of the target m/z value. When data from Selected Reaction Monitoring (SRM) traces are considered, extracting a chromatogram is no longer necessary because data from each transition are recorded as chromatograms. Instead, quality metrics may sum together the chromatograms corresponding to different transitions for the same peptide ion. Common metrics for XIC evaluation include maximum peak height, signal-to-noise ratio, and full width at half maximum intensity (see Figure 3).

Mass spectrometry generates data sets that multiplex many signals in a single volume. The digest of a single, purified protein may contain evidence for more than one hundred precursor ions due to the presence of incomplete digestion products, unanticipated peptide cleavages due to other proteases and in-source digestion, oxidation and other sample processing artifacts, and charge state variation for individual peptides. When a sample contains thousands of proteins, tens or hundreds of thousands of peptides are potentially identifiable in its resulting data. The data-dependent sampling employed in most shotgun identification platforms will generate tandem mass spectra for different collections of peptides each time a sample is run, drawing from this extended pool of potential precursors. Only a small fraction of most abundant peptides produce tandem mass spectra in every experiment for a sample.

Because peptides are not distributed uniformly in hydrophobicity, peptide density changes throughout the duration of reversed phase liquid chromatography. At the most common elution times, far more peptides are eluting at once than can be comprehensively sampled in tandem mass spectrometry. The probability of interference in an SRM transition or of diminished precursor intensity due to many peptides competing for charge is greatest at this peak. If a larger number of SRM transitions are being monitored at this moment, the produced chromatograms will be sampled at lower frequency as the instrument shares its attention among more analytes. Chromatographic separation introduces variability through many channels.

Quality assessment emphasizes both transient and time-dependent variability of differing scales. Fluctuations in electrospray, for example, may lead to a temporary gap in ion production for mass spectrometry; while the data for the rest of the experiment appear normal, this gap could produce strong effects for any peptides that would normally produce data during the gap interval. At the scale of a full LC-MS/MS experiment, an instrument may show time-dependent drift, such as a slow change in time-of-flight mass accuracy during a multi-hour experiment. When instrument variability is monitored over the course of months, any number of external factors may come into play, from building maintenance.
(cleaning products or vapors from painting) to seasonal temperature variation. Achieving experimental reproducibility may involve consideration of all of these time scales.

Many quality assessment approaches emphasize the information yielded from mass spectrometry rather than the mass spectral data themselves. Evaluating shotgun experiments on the basis of identified proteins and peptides is commonplace; presumably, an instrument identifying more proteins now than at another time is operating more reliably. Similarly, researchers may evaluate SRM instruments by the peptide enrichment ratios found for peptides known to differ between a pair of samples. Evaluations from derived information are frequently argued to be more relevant to evaluating the products from an instrument workflow, but they also tend to offer little resolution for diagnosing the source of variation when performance dips.

**QC of 2D Gel Electrophoresis**

Technologies for gel-based proteomics constitute the original “top-down” proteomics. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) separates denatured intact proteins on the basis of their ability to sediment through the pores of the gel (essentially a function of molecular mass). 2D PAGE combines a first dimension of protein separation by isoelectric focusing (IEF) with follow-on PAGE analysis, resolving proteins by both isoelectric point and molecular mass. Difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE) enables the comparison of protein content from multiple samples within a single gel, affixing fluorescent dyes to the proteins to measure the contribution of each sample to each spot appearing in the gel. Whether one has produced a 1D PAGE analysis, a 2D PAGE analysis, or a DIGE comparison, tandem mass spectrometry is generally the next step in the pipeline to translate a protein spot with estimated mass into an identification, frequently discovering that the spot contains multiple proteins.

 Variation in gel electrophoresis can begin at stages that precede the gel itself. Thongboonkerd evaluated several sources of variability in the context of urinary 2D PAGE (36). Their evaluations of precipitation protocols, evaluating acetic acid and ethanol composition, showed protein yield differences of greater than an order of magnitude. The time of day for sample contribution, as well as type of liquid ingestion, complement the gender of sample contributors to modify results. These phenomena represent pre-analytical variation in the model enunciated by Apweiler (26).

Fuxius conducted a study evaluating technical replicates of mouse brain regions to determine factors that lead to false positive apparent differences (37). Their first experiment demonstrated that all samples in a comparison should be conjointly equilibrated and transferred to PAGE from IEF in order to forestall batch effects. A subsequent experiment revealed that IEF strips from different packages produce separations that differ substantially. They examined the gel casting process and found that casting all gels in a single device introduced much less variation than casting half the gels and then casting the other half. In bioinformatics, the team found that gel quantification must employ normalization within small regions because the gel is not uniformly covered with protein spots. They also recognized that mapping spots between gels requires that all gels be mapped to the same reference gel. Their study identified major sources of variation throughout analytical and bioinformatic processes for 2D PAGE-based proteomics.

Molloy evaluated coefficients of variation for 2-D gel electrophoresis experiments with and without sample variation (38). Horgan explained the relationship between the extent of differential expression, the random variation among replicates, and the sample size for comparative proteomics (39). Hunt also evaluated variation, with an eye to discerning the
statistical power of experimental designs (40). These three papers probed the relationship between intragroup variability and intergroup variability for difference testing.

Karp examined technical replicates of DIGE experiments to evaluate the extent to which variation led to false biomarker candidates by randomly producing significant p-values (41). The study compared two-color and three-color gels, finding that designs that paired a single experimental sample with a pooled control in two-color analysis were superior in resisting false positive differences. Jackson sought to build differentiation power through the use of two plasma samples taken seven days apart in 2-D DIGE (42), producing a 44% increase in apparently significant differences. Both studies offer suggestions for quality-by-design in 2D gel comparative proteomics.

Using 2D gel electrophoresis for comparative proteomics requires mapping data for a spot observed in one gel to a comparable spot in another gel. Sometimes, though, this mapping process fails. A protein may be found in experimental samples but not in controls, for example. Pedreschi described techniques for fielding missing values for comparative 2-D gel proteomics (43), favoring Bayesian principal component analysis over iterative partial least squares for its more consistent performance in both “classical” 2D gels and DIGE data.

Auditing 2D gel techniques for biomarkers produced some surprising conclusions. Evaluating publications from three years of a peer-reviewed journal, Petrak observed that 2-D gel biomarker studies frequently report proteins from a “usual suspects” list, regardless of the disease or condition evaluated (44). As the authors noted, the frequent selection of these proteins may reflect that cells respond to many different stresses by these proteins, or 2D gels may highlight them as a product of technical limitations.

The reference above separate into those intended to establish standard operating procedures (SOPs) and those assessing variability in response to changes in experimental protocol. These two efforts are essential first steps in establishing quality by design. A common theme linking these publications is the generation of multiple 2D gels from a shared sample, testing for observed differences where none should exist or evaluating the distribution of p-values against the expected uniform distribution.

**QC of proteomic profiles**

Proteomic profiling generates a mass spectrum or small set of mass spectra to represent the content of a complex sample. Where a 2D gel employs two orthogonal low-resolution separations, profiling relies on a high-resolution separation of intact proteins by mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), typically in a Time-of-Flight (TOF) mass analyzer. If the instrument uses Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI), the TOF represents the only separation. If TOF is instead paired with Surface-Enhanced Laser Desorption Ionization (SELDI), a different spectrum will be produced for each type of surface employed, though such instruments typically use TOF analyzers of lower resolution. The use of laser desorption techniques implies that the ions are typically singly-charged, producing an m/z ratio that is one proton heavier than the neutral molecule. Because data collection for a given sample lasts only a few seconds and many samples can be embedded in matrix on a single sample plate, profiling represents a very high-throughput strategy for proteomics. Like 2D gels, though, supplying only an intact mass of a protein is not sufficient for certain identification.

A 2003 examination of SELDI profiling sought both to measure variability and to describe criteria for rejection of data (45). Coombes detailed the algorithms by which peak finding, signal-to-noise determination, baseline subtraction, and normalization are conducted. Like several of the 2D gel variability analyses above, the authors began their investigation with...
24 replicate mass spectra produced from the same sample on four successive days, asking whether the peaks produced from these replicates coincided with each other. The authors then explored scaling algorithms to yield comparable variance for peaks of different intensity. ANOVA examination of different factors’ contributions to “batch effects,” and principal components analysis (PCA) and Mahalonobis distance evaluation to recognize spectra that did not conform to the other technical replicates. The authors evaluated prior attempts at QC in SELDI profiling but drew the conclusion that prior efforts to conduct QC by enumerating the presence calls for a small set of ions were insufficiently discriminating. By moving beyond variability metrics to systems that quarantine poorly reproduced data, this work marked a significant early advance in quality control for proteomics.

A 2007 evaluation of MALDI-TOF profiling in lung cancer illustrates the techniques applied for quality assessment of proteomic profiles in experimental data (35). The authors evaluated the reproducibility and variability of peak intensities from quadruplicate measurements of the same spot on a sample plate and from four spots representing the same sample. They evaluated the impacts of freeze and thaw cycles as well as differences induced by spotting samples on separate days. As a result, the investigators were able to determine the extremity of intensity differences needed to statistically differentiate biomarkers in their plasma data.

A 2007 review of reproducibility for protein profiling by Albrethsen enumerated three challenges to the clinical use of this technology (46). First, profiling is limited to observation of the most abundant proteins in the sample. Second, the range of masses for a TOF analyzer may limit sensitivity to high mass, and peak intensities vary considerably by mass. Third, peak intensities vary for a host of reasons, limiting reproducibility. Sample crystallization in MALDI may be highly idiosyncratic for proteins, the presence of some proteins may mask the presence of others, and alterations in sample drying time on plates may alter recovery. In his review of eight recent studies, Albrethsen found the mean coefficient of variation for peak intensity to range from 4% to 26%. Seeking statistically meaningful differences becomes much harder when intrasample variability is high.

Two extensions of profiling technology increase the volume and dimension of data produced by these experiments. Imaging mass spectrometry augments profiling by producing a mass spectrum for each point in a raster that is superimposed on a 2D slice of tissue (47). Since even a small grid of 100 pixels by 100 pixels would produce a raster of 10,000 mass spectra, each of these data sets can be of substantial size. Producing replicate samples may require too much instrument time for routine practice. Variability measurements may instead benefit from the assumption that mass spectra collected at neighboring locations are more likely to be similar than mass spectra that are separated by considerable distance in the raster. Research in variability or quality for imaging mass spectrometry is still in its infancy.

A second extension of profiling technology employs peptide liquid chromatography (LC) and electrospray ionization (ESI) rather than protein-centric MALDI. Repeated sampling of high resolution mass spectra (frequently by Fourier Transform mass analyzers rather than TOF) produces a time-series of MS scans in which peptide features have both retention time and m/z coordinates. Like MALDI profiling, LC-MS profiling may be used to seek differential signatures, though more time per experiment is needed for completion of LC gradients(48). A 2006 article from Piening sought to construct quality control metrics for characterizing these data sets without the benefit of identifications (49). As described next, researchers still frequently assume that the majority of information in LC-MS experiments is to be found in MS/MS-based identifications, not the MS scans that supply masses of peptides.
QC of proteomic inventories

For many researchers in proteomics, the production of large inventories of proteins through “shotgun” or “bottom-up” techniques is the only technology they employ. These techniques frequently couple a first dimension of separation (typically strong cation exchange chromatography, isoelectric focusing, or basic-pH LC for peptides or PAGE for proteins) with a second dimension reversed phase separation of peptides. The mass spectrometer then alternates the collection of mass spectra with the acquisition of tandem mass spectra, each of which represents fragments of an isolated peptide ion. Bioinformatics pipelines then match peptide sequences to tandem mass spectra, filter these identifications to achieve a given False Discovery Rate, and infer lists of proteins for the samples. Some of the features in bioinformatics that can modify identification results are shown in Figure 4. The information yielded from such experiments can be voluminous, but the complexity of the technology leaves plenty of room for variability.

Several groups have attempted to measure the variability of the first separation in these experiments. Fang investigated a replicated comparison among isoelectric focusing, PAGE, and peptide strong cation exchange for identification sensitivity in proteomic inventories of honeybees (50). Their findings supported the use of PAGE upstream of LC-MS/MS, a technique frequently referred to as “GeLC-MS.” An examination of strong cation exchange versus a combination of peptide IEF and LC-MS/MS found the former to be more sensitive but the latter to be more reproducible and better resolved (51), illustrating that sensitivity of identification is one of several factors to be included in selecting an initial separation for shotgun proteomics.

The NCI Clinical Proteomics Technology Assessment for Cancer (CPTAC) measured the repeatability and reproducibility of identification data in LC-MS/MS, when no prior separation was employed (32); because peptide ions differed in their order of elution, their MS intensities varied, resulting in different peptides being selected for fragmentation. The CPTAC studies revealed that repeat experiments for yeast lysates produced peptide identification overlaps of 36–59%. Protein overlap percentages were consistently higher by approximately 20% in these data, causing the authors to conclude that replicate experiments sample different sets of peptides from a given protein each time an LC-MS/MS experiment is run. Peptides that were most likely to be repeated were those matching to trypsin specificity on both termini, appearing at high intensity in MS scans, and coming from abundant proteins.

Liquid chromatography appears to be a significant contributor to variability. As noted in the above article, “If peptides from a single digestion are separated on the same HPLC column twice, variations in retention times for peptides will alter the particular mix of peptides eluting from that column at a given time. These differences, in turn, impact the observed intensities for peptide ions in MS scans and influence which peptide ions will be selected for fragmentation and tandem mass spectrum collection.” Relating the ion elution times between a pair of experiments can be particularly essential when combining high-resolution LC-MS data with tandem mass spectra from another instrument (52). In this attempt, researchers have generated algorithms that predict a retention time for a peptide in one experiment based on its observation in a second.

Researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology working with CPTAC sought to design metrics that could capture the variability taking place at each stage of a shotgun proteomics experiment (53). They designed a tool that produced metrics for evaluating the chromatography, ion source, mass spectrometry, precursor sampling, tandem mass spectrometry, and peptide identification steps of these experiments. The software
accepts a set of identified spectra to recognize precursor ions of importance in MS data and to highlight tandem mass spectra that are known to represent peptides. In total, more than forty metrics are computed for each LC-MS/MS experiment, with other metrics representing comparisons between pairs of experiments. A subsequent paper developed software to compute these metrics for instruments from a variety of instrument manufacturers (54). The “NIST Metrics” have been widely publicized, but determining how best to employ them in a quality control process has been less clear, as is discussed in the decision-making section below.

Most of the quality assessment tools described above have evaluated the variability of whole experiments. A related effort, however, has sought to examine tandem mass spectra for shotgun proteomics experiments to discern which ones are most likely to be identified successfully and which are of lowest quality. ScanRanker (55), msmsEval (56), and QualScore (57) each pursue this goal. ScanRanker and QualScore attempt to infer partial sequences from the fragments of the tandem mass spectrum, using this information as a basis for spectrum quality estimation. QualScore and msmsEval rely upon a set of metrics computed from the fragment ions of each spectrum, as well. Each of these tools can then be used to screen out tandem mass spectra that are unlikely to contribute identifications prior to peptide matching or to identify sets of spectra that may profit from additional scrutiny by more computationally intensive techniques. Alternately, one may recognize spectra that are repeated across many experiments, even without the benefit of their identification (58). The use of such tools may enable the quality assessment of LC-MS/MS data sets without requiring identifications, enabling the rapid generation of metrics from data without regard for the species of the employed sample.

QC of proteomic quantities

Proteomic quantitation can take on several different forms. The data produced for shotgun inventories can quantify their contents in two principal strategies. The first approach, frequently termed SILAC, employs isotopic labels to differentiate light and heavy variants of the same peptides. The second approach, iTRAQ or TMT, relies upon induced isobaric peptide modifications that produce different reporter ion fragments. Each of these techniques enables a relative quantitation for hundreds or thousands of proteins that can be identified in a sample. Selected reaction monitoring (SRM), on the other hand, is a targeted approach that is intended to produce measurements for a preselected set of protein constituents. For each protein to be measured, a set of peptides act as a proxy; “transitions” are generated for these peptides that specify the peptide’s m/z value along with the m/z values of fragments expected to be produced from that peptide. SRM can then generate a chromatogram for each transition, with an integrated area that can be compared to an isotopically labeled standard peptide. While SRM variability has been recently analyzed in systematic, multi-laboratory experiments, variability has been less explored for SILAC and iTRAQ experiments.

By mixing an unlabeled sample with one that has been isotopically labeled, SILAC enables a direct comparison of intensities for each identified peptide in LC-MS/MS data sets. Pan employed media containing only 15N to produce a labeled variant of R. palustris bacteria (59). In this context, they evaluated the variability of peptide intensity ratios as a function of signal to noise. By comparing the intensity of light and heavy isotopologues at retention times spanning the elution peak of each peptide, they employed a principal components analysis to measure the ratio of intensities as well as a signal-to-noise metric for each ratio. Their findings showed that peak intensities at low signal-to-noise values were far more likely to report 1:1 ratios than were peak intensities at high signal-to-noise values; a protein that varies 5-fold between two samples is likely to produce apparent 1:1 ratios in its low-
intensity peptides. This study provides an important cautionary note for data analysis variability in SILAC studies.

Hill considered variability of a very different kind in their 2008 article analyzing variability for iTRAQ ratio computation (60). Their approach incorporated biological and experimental factors to evaluate differential protein expression and to estimate protein fold change from the fitted ANOVA model parameter estimates. A companion paper from Oberg demonstrated these techniques in applying normalization to span complex data sets (61). Mahoney conducted an analysis of bias, reproducibility and variance in iTRAQ data sets from two instrument platforms (62). Their findings related variance among multiple sources, and their evaluation of fold changes echoed the conclusion of Pan in finding a bias toward no apparent change. Although analyzing iTRAQ data may seem a relatively simple matter of comparing two reported intensities for each peptide, careful analysis can adjust for the variability of reporter ion intensities.

As SRM experiments are becoming more widespread, measuring the site-to-site reproducibility of this technology has become more significant. Researchers in the CPTAC network clinical proteomics conducted three types of experiments on eight instruments from two vendors (63) to evaluate the contribution to variability of centralized and federated trypsin digestion and spiking of reference peptides across a wide dynamic range of concentrations. Their data established that even in experimental designs where variability is highest, CV values for peptide concentrations generally fell below 30%. A subsequent examination by variance component analysis attempted to trace variability to its sources (64). The variability was heavily influenced by the identity of the peptide or transition to be measured; some peptides were monitored more effectively than others. In addition, the three types of experiments were each associated with a different characteristic variability. With these factors taken into account, the reproducibility of SRM was quite consistent.

A similar study, associated with instrument vendor Thermo Fisher Scientific, analyzed 51 peptides in digested plasma in four independent laboratories using the same model of mass spectrometer (65). As in the CPTAC study, the authors found that SRM measurement variability was associated with peptide identity. Twelve peptides were removed from results because they were either too hydrophilic (eluting from columns too early with low signal) or too hydrophobic (sticking to the plastic sample tubes). In the most complex matrix employed and a 400 fmol spike, 25 of the remaining 39 peptides produced CVs of 5–10%, with the remaining peptides spanning 15–20% in CV. The team produced a second study, this time focusing on the use of initial enrichment strategies, coupled with SRM (66). Their examination of nanoparticle, glycopeptide, and immunoaffinity enrichment techniques showed that even with the added complexity (and consequent contribution to variability) of enrichment, CV values of below 30% were feasible. Since the most sensitive techniques for mass spectrometry-based quantitation depend upon enrichment, this study of variability for these strategies is significant.

**Challenges in decision-making from QC metrics**

As new sets of quality control metrics have been defined among the disciplines of proteomics, researchers have begun asking what features would make one set of metrics superior to another or which particular metrics from a set are most worthy of attention. The following properties are desirable in a quality control metric set:

- **Process-spanning**: evaluates many aspects of the analytical chemistry methodology
- **Comprehensible**: associates metrics explicitly with performance properties
- **Vendor-neutral**: accepts data from varied instruments
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Robust: produces reasonable metrics across very diverse experimental configurations

Simple: relies upon straightforward computations where possible to produce metrics

Discriminating: separates normal from anomalous results through metric change

The last two of these properties bear additional scrutiny. Any metric that depends upon the interoperation of multiple software packages is likely to be less stable and reproducible than one that can be directly computed. For example, using the sequence coverage of identified proteins requires both peptide identification and protein assembly, but version or configuration changes in either of these toolsets could lead to irreproducibility of the values. Similarly, metrics that depend heavily on features that can be defined many different ways, such as chromatographic peak width or signal-to-noise, may disagree with these values as computed by other software.

Evaluating the discrimination of a metric set, of course, depends heavily on the intended purpose. If a proteomics core facility wants to recognize when an instrument is due for tuning based on twice-daily digests of albumin, it will have different metric needs than a program officer who seeks to ensure that generated data for experimental samples are of sufficient quality. Determining whether or not a set of metrics is sufficient for a task is not straightforward, as the approaches below attest.

Apweiler (26) noted that quality control determines the acceptable deviation of values for an analyte across different samples. Stead profiled the accumulation of variability throughout the experimental process, from factors in experiment design to data analysis (67). These two publications set the stage for a fundamental question of quality control; having produced metrics of variability for each stage of an experimental pipeline, what are the best options for decision-making on the basis of those metrics?

A univariate approach highlights extreme values for a particular metric. For example, a researcher might flag an experiment as a failure if the collection of tandem mass spectra falls to an excessively low rate. Accomplishing this goal can be supported by a variety of tools. Several teams have produced tools that visualize long-term trends for metrics from shotgun proteomics data. The company Proteome Software created MassQC to visualize the NIST metrics described in Rudnick (53). Under their model, LC-MS/MS experiments for quality control samples would be uploaded to a server where their metrics would be computed and added to the accumulated population of metrics. This service, however, was discontinued in early 2012. The “Metriculator” project from Ryan Taylor in the Prince Laboratory will enable research groups to set up their own web servers for visualizing the NIST metrics from quality control samples (68). These techniques enable researchers to compare a metric value from newly produced data against the distribution of that metric from historical collections of files.

Two other tools for local monitoring of QC metrics have been developed in academic laboratories. SIMPATIQCO, created by Michael Mazanek in the Mechtler Laboratory, fields collections of QC data from Thermo instruments (69) (http://ms.imp.ac.at/?goto=simpatiqco). Multiple fields of information are extracted directly from the RAW files, such as ion injection times, while protein identifications are produced through automated Mascot searches (identification software from Matrix Science). Long-term trends for these fields can be visualized via the software interface. Spotfire, from TIBCO Software, serves as the analytic engine for the SWIFT pipeline, produced by Roman enka at the Mayo Clinic (70). The SWIFT pipeline incorporates identifications from Scaffold (produced by Proteome Software) along with MS/MS quality metrics generated in msmsEval, plus a set of values
extracted directly from Thermo RAW data. Tools like these can be very useful to laboratories that already make use of the Mascot or Scaffold peptide identification platforms.

These systems can also be useful in the context of comparative proteomics. Vast Scientific released RawMeat (http://vastscientific.com/rawmeat/) to improve the results that users achieved with the SIEVE algorithm (71). Comparative experiments are subject to the variations in the proteomic inventories upon which they are based. Michael Athanas, the author of RawMeat, noted that enabling users to produce individual LC-MS/MS experiments of greater quality improved the differentiation of peptides based on MS peptide intensities (personal communication).

Looking for outliers among the many metrics generated for each experiment produces a high rate of false quality alarms. If twenty independent metrics were generated from each experiment and the quality threshold were set at two standard deviations for each metric, on average one should expect that one of the metrics will fall beyond the threshold for each experiment (20 metrics multiplied by a threshold of 5%). To simply reject any experiment that “fails” on a single metric is excessively cautious. This model of quality, however, presupposes that the metrics are independent of each other. In fact, each metric frequently depends upon others. For example, the number of MS/MS scans collected in an experiment is related to the total ion current observed in MS scans because a more intense signal enables faster collection of an MS/MS spectrum than one that is half as intense. As a result, metrics are generally correlated with each other, containing mutual information.

Multivariate approaches may provide an answer to fielding the covariance of quality metrics. Principal component analysis (PCA) attempts to reduce a set of potentially correlated metrics to linearly uncorrelated features. Other techniques, such as the Hotelling T-squared metric, can summarize across a set of metrics to measure the distance of a new experiment from the set of previously observed experiments. Multi-dimensional scaling has already been applied for this purpose. Chaorder was introduced by Prakash to enable the recognition of relationships among collected data from LC-MS profiling experiments (72). A set of metrics characterized the signals as a function of time, and these metrics were then used to project the LC-MS experiments on two axes by multidimensional scaling. As the use of quality metrics becomes more widespread in proteomics, multivariate approaches for interpreting them are sure to follow.

Deciding whether or not to accept newly generated experimental data is just one aspect of quality control. The quality by design paradigm calls for each step of these pipelines to be continuously monitored, with changes in these pipelines governed by the search for better reliability and accuracy. Translating a set of metrics into a single value that represents the compliance of a new data set with prior expectations addresses just one piece of this challenge. As the quality by design paradigm advances, metrics will be decomposed into sets that enable the monitoring of proteolysis, liquid chromatography, ionization, and other facets of each experiment. These measurements, in turn, will help guide technicians and researchers to an accurate diagnosis of the elements that require maintenance or replacement. As proteomic quality research advances, improved reproducibility for this technology will broaden the clinical applications that it can service.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Quality Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC</td>
<td>Quality Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Liquid Chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Mass Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS/MS</td>
<td>Tandem Mass Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM</td>
<td>Selected Reaction Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIC</td>
<td>Extracted ion chromatogram</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Highlights

- Quality control for proteomics is a necessary step toward heightened reproducibility.
- Different technologies for proteomics each present their own challenges for QC.
- Tools to compute QC metrics are coming, but decision-making remains a challenge.
Figure 1.
Clinical proteomics workflows include diverse methods, any of which can contribute variability. Quality by design tunes and monitors each of these steps to control variation.
Figure 2.
Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry experiments measure thousands of mass spectra over the space of an hour or more. Each mass spectrum is a list of m/z values associated with observed intensities. In an LC-MS/MS experiment, these mass spectra are interspersed with tandem mass spectra that enumerate the fragment ions produced by the dissociation of a particular peptide.
Figure 3. An extracted ion chromatogram (XIC) visualizes the intensity associated with a particular m/z value over a range of retention times from liquid chromatography. An XIC is typically integrated to produce a peak area that measures the relative abundance of an ion. Chromatographic resolution for an XIC is frequently expressed as the full width at half maximum (FWHM), the peak width in retention time where the shoulders of the peak are half the maximum observed. Signal-to-noise evaluates the extent to which a peak stands out from local intensity fluctuations.
Figure 4.
Many configuration choices during the bioinformatics steps of protein identification can significantly alter the peptides and proteins identified from an experimental data set. This Ishikawa diagram relates some of the most prominent sources of variation. For example, converting peak profiles from a Time-of-Flight mass analyzer to a list of peaks will result in very different lists when different tools are employed. The file format to which these peak lists are written may contain many types of metadata (as in the mzML format) or almost none (as in PKL or DTA format).